
Microfibre
The new high-tech challenge for cleaning, hygiene 
and sanitizing of horeca appliances and private users

The high-tech microfibre cloths have nothing in common 
with traditional cloths sold in supermarkets. They are used 
with very little or no use of chemical products and do not 
require scrubbing. A soft wiping on the surface is enough to 
make everything clean again.

Microfibre is made by the micro extrusion of materials such as acrylic, nylon, polyester or rayon. It is twice as thin as silk and 
three times as fine as cotton. Its size and the characteristics of the material it is made of make it unbeatable in cleaning activi-
ties. It shows a capability of absorbing and capturing dirt, which traditional cotton cloths do not have.

Antibacterial action

Maintain the antibacterial action 
in time

Steel contamination, 
before and after cloth use

With microfibre cloths, besides quick and easy cleaning, 
sanitizing of surfaces is always ensured.
It seems impossible that a microfibre cloth is able to destroy 
most of bacteria growing in kitchens or in other professional 
and domestic environments.
The antibacterial action is provided by the thinness of 
microfibre, which can penetrate the smallest unevenness in 
material and eliminate bacteria.

The antibacterial action has been confirmed by specialized 
labs, acknowledged by the Ministry of Health. Laboratory 
test result:
• tests performed in compliance with EC regulations;
• comparison value – figures acknowledged in the above
  mentioned environments.

In order to maintain the antibacterial action in time, after 
10-15 uses, the cloth will have to be washed in 90° water 
with no detergent.Staphylococcus aureus = 500/cm2  •  Escherichia coli = 100/cm2

Staphylococcus aureus 

BEFORE 11.000 16.000 21.200 22.000 26.000

AFTER 0 0 0 <1 0

Escherichia coli 

BEFORE 40 700 950 1.300 1.450

AFTER 0 0 0 0 0

The cleaning effect is extraordinary

All the advantages of microfibre cloths

Microfibre cloth Cotton cloth



PANNO MICROFIBRA
- Tutte le superfici 
- Antibatterico 
- Pulisce senza detersivi 
- 400x400mm

PANNO MICROFIBRA
- Speciale vetro/cristallo
- Antibatterico 
- Pulisce senza detersivi 
- 400x400mm

SPUGNA MAGICA
- 125x55x30mm
- Tutte le superfici
- Ecologica
- Elimina batteri 99%

KIT PULIZIA “EASYCLEAN SET”
Il kit è composto da: 
- 1 Panno microfibra Eterno Silver 
- 1 Panno microfibra Eterno Vetri 
- 1 Spugna Magica 
- 1 Crema per acciaio

MAGIC STONE
- 100x70x45mm 
- Abrasivo per incrostazioni 
- Per calcare, griglie, piani cottura,
   teglie, padelle, ecc. 
- 100% vetro 580°C DIN 53420 UNI 53215 

Nuove tecnologie per pulizia e igiene
Perfetta pulizia-igiene e risparmi tempo e fatica

3092260

3092262

3092263
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3092093

3092094

1 pieces package

1 pieces package

12 pieces package

12 pieces package

16 pieces package

15 pieces package
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Ricambi per cucine professionali, macchine caffè, refrigerazione commerciale, attrezzature bar e vending


